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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

I have just returned from Great Barrier Island and a period of very welcome, settled weather 

in contrast to the terrible stuff which almost robbed us of a decent Summer. Unfortunately, 

persistent massive swells prevented any shore-based fly fishing but out in the boat in 30 

metres, the snapper were hungry for the usual bait and bottom jigs. 

 

I am certainly looking forward to the upcoming trip to Lake Otamangakau which only 

opened recently on March 1st having been closed for the month of February in a new trial 
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to hopefully, protect and enhance the fishery for the future. The rationale behind the change 

was explained in exquisite detail by our last speaker, Dr Michel Dedual, (now) retired DOC 

fishery scientist.  

 

He made particular reference to the way anglers handle fish when the intention is to “catch 

and release”. The temptation to get one or two photos can often result in some pretty rough 

handling especially when the fish is struggling and being “uncooperative” and the length 

of time out of the water will always be a critical factor in whether or not the fish survives.  

 

Any fingers in or around the gills will almost always sign a “death warrant”. There is any 

amount of available information on the proper care of handling fish prior to release but wet 

hands is an absolute must in order to avoid damaging the protective slimy coating on the 

scales. Of course, the same advice applies to all fish including the numerous marine species 

which we also target.  

 

With any luck, this period of settled weather will continue into the colder months ahead 

although sea temperatures generally remain pretty stable at least until early June. I have 

always found that the best sea fishing has been during the months of March to May and 

with snapper, trevally and kahawai actively feeding post-spawning, there will be many 

opportunities, both boat and shore-based, to put a decent bend in a fly rod.  

 

Looking ahead, our club AGM is scheduled for Tuesday 18th April and if any of you feel 

you could offer some time and enthusiasm to our committee, please get in touch. Any 

enquiries would be welcome.  

 

Dave Symes - President. 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

Floods on Floods on Floods. With the weather this year I am yet to get down to either the 

Coromandel or the Waikato areas. If anyone has a report please share. 

 

However, I did get to fish the Waihou River again, for the first time in a number of years. 

It was good fun, with the odd free riser, (although all the fish hooked took the dropper 

nymph), and some enjoyable sight fishing in water the colour of good Gin. I had forgotten 

just how pleasant this small river can be. At 2 hours and 15 minutes (from Torbay) to the 

car park on Whites Road it is a very doable day trip.  
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On the recent Club Trip to the Ngongotaha the river flooded out, only on the Friday, so 

four of us, Jame, Josh, Ryan, and myself, headed the 25 minutes back up the highway and 

had a very pleasant fish on the Waihou. Which was, as always, crystal clear. Here Josh is 

hooked up to the fish of the day. He slid down a bank and snuck up on the fish while the 

rest of us sat up in the ‘grandstands’ and watched the action. 

 

Rotorua 

The Ngongotaha is consistently running at 300-400mm (1 foot to 16 inches) higher than it 

did all of the last two summers and as such a number of new lies have been created. Add 

to this the destruction caused by some huge floods and some old fish producing spots have 

disappeared, but the good news is that new ones have been created. Take your time and 

explore every possibility. Flies that have been working, Hare and Coppers as well as the 

trusty old Glo Bug. 

 

Taupo 

All reports from the rivers are of hard fishing. As always, some are doing well, but this is 

more likely to be a case of being in the right place at the right time for that individual rather 

than general good fishing for all. Night fishers have had the best results by quite a margin. 
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The Big O is producing some absolutely stonking fish, and with a shitty summer full of 

rain the Lake has not warmed excessively and the fish have been able to concentrate on 

eating rather than just surviving. Don’t forget, Dave is running the Club Trip to Lake 

Otamangakau this weekend and there are still spots available. Give him a call to book in a 

potential treat. 

 

Saltwater  
One the way back home from the supermarket at Browns Bay this Sunday I saw Kahawai 

schools working all over the bay, with the closest being less than 50m from the shore. 

Combine that with Johan’s latest saltwater video, catching multiple rat Kingfish, and this 

is the time to get out and catch some shore based fish! From past years experience I would 

recommend going with small silvery or white baitfish pattern flies. Even a freshwater 

pattern like a silicone smelt or a grey ghost can work really well. 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish. 

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had Michel Deudal talking to us about Lake Otamangakau. It was a very 

interesting night and thank you once again Michel. 

 

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 21st MARCH 7.30 PM  

 

Speaker to be advised. 

 

 

WHY WE FISH 

 

No life is so happy and so pleasant as the life of the well-govern'd angler. 

Izaak Walton 
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CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

 

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 

Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

 

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 
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Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer. Current Holder is Russell Nelson! 

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder 

is Johan Kok. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

Sitting still and wishing Made no person great; The good Lord sends the fishing, but you 

must dig the bait. 

 

Sage Advisor 

 

 

 “BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 

Competition period April 1st to March 31st . Prize awarded at AGM in April.  

Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter. 

 

 

NSFF CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 
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salt water species. It will run from 1st April in one year to 31st March in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

 
Faith with an excellent Ngonga Rainbow. The smile says it all. Photo courtesy of Faith 

Moon. 
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CLUB TRIPS 2022 – 2023  

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes – FEB 2024 

March – Lake Otamangakau – MAR 2023 

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes –MAY 2023 

June – Tongariro – Club River Fishing Competition – JUN 2023 

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo – JUL 2023 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip –NOV 2023 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2023 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 

MARCH CLUB TRIP TO LAKE OTAMANGAKAU 

 

I am proposing the weekend of 17th 18th 19th December (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) 

with a number of us arriving on Thursday the 16th.  

 

While it is predominately a boat fishery, the Te Whaiau (inlet) canal which can be fished 

from the shore, and particularly the “holding” area immediately above the road bridge, 

offers a big range of casting positions.  

 

Just be aware that with an altitude of some 2,000 feet above sea level, the conditions can 

go from warm and pleasant to bleak very quickly! 

 

By March, the Trout are in ‘eating’ mode, with lots of insect activity, providing some 

fantastic fishing activity. The fish are in fantastic condition, big, fat and powerful! 

Costs will be $50 per person per night.  

 

The Accommodation is your own little room with 2 beds, 1 for sleeping and the other for 

your gear. There are shared cooking facilities. 

 

I have “penciled in” 8 cabins at Tongariro Holiday Park so if anyone is interested, please 

let me know ASAP.  

 

Dave Symes   - Ph: 09 486-6257 -   Email:      dssymes@xtra.co.nz 
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Leon and a nice early morning Big O Rainbow. Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole. 

 

 

MAY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA 

 

This May Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the weekend of 

Friday 26th, Saturday 27th, Sunday 28th February. We will again be staying at the Paradise 

Valley Lodge. Costs will be $115.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’ accommodation in 

the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down on the Thursday, as 

many of us do, then simply add $50 to make it $165.00. 

Also, a variety of private rooms are available as well. 

If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money 

to the Club in any of the normal ways.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga 

as a reference);  

 Or by Cash on the March, April, or May Club Nights  

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com 
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FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA REPORT 

Clockwise from top left: Josh on day 1, fishing into a likely looking new spot. Looking 

downstream on a just too perfect evening. Taken from the same spot but this time looking 

upstream to Daryl fishing a deep undercut bank. Garry and Laurie getting ready for a 

very good days fishing out with Russell on Lake Rotoiti. 

 

 

Thank you to everyone involved on this Trip, it was, as always, made by the people on it. 

Good fun, good laughs, and just enough fish were caught for us to not have to tell any lies.  
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

A few minutes before the church services started, the congregation were sitting in their 

pews and talking. 

Suddenly, Satan appeared at the front of the church. Everyone started screaming and 

running for the front entrance, trampling each other in a frantic effort to get away from 

evil incarnate. 

Soon the church was empty except for one elderly gentleman who sat calmly in his pew 

without moving, seemingly oblivious to the fact that God's ultimate enemy was in his 

presence. 

So Satan walked up to the man and said, 'Do you know who I am?' 

The man replied, 'Yep, sure do.' 

'Aren't you afraid of me?' Satan asked. 

'Nope, sure ain't.' said the man. 

'Don't you realize I can kill you with one word?' asked Satan. 

'Don't doubt it for a minute,' returned the old man, in an even tone. 

'Did you know that I can cause you profound, horrifying AGONY for all eternity?' 

persisted Satan. 'Yep,' was the calm reply. 

'And you are still not afraid?' asked Satan.' Nope,' said the old man. 

More than a little perturbed, Satan asked, 'Why aren't you afraid of me?' 

The man calmly replied, 

'Been married to your sister for 48 years’. 
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INTERESTING TITBIT 

  

The Below is a link to a Ministry for the Environment document, Lake Managers 

Handbook. It shows just how much is involved in managing a fishery… 

 

https://environment.govt.nz/assets/Publications/Files/lm-fish-in-nz-lakes-jun02.pdf  

 

AUCKLAND / WAIKATO FISH AND GAME FEBRUARY REEL LIFE 

 
Rivers Are Cleaning Up Fast, And There Is Plenty Of Fish Out There  

 

Our rivers have taken a hammering, but the bad weather came late enough in the year that 

most fish will survive and our rivers are clearing up fast.  

 

By the time you read this most of our region’s high-elevation rivers, and spring creeks 

should be fishable. 

 

There have been plenty of photos of good fish coming out of the Waikato streams post 

cyclone so don’t be scared off. 

 

The Whakapapa and the upper Waihou had over five metres of visibility just two days after 

a solid rain, and most of our good trout streams are protected from storms by native forests. 

As rivers come down from weeks of high water fish will be hungry and desperate to attack 

the first insect that passes by. 

 

The continuous wet weather has also limited fishing pressure, and as a result, there are 

more fish than we have seen in a long time in our spring creeks. 

 

The Blue Springs drift dive was conducted just before the storm, and staff recorded the 

second-highest count of large fish on our records going back to 1985. 

 

There were literally hundreds of legal trout in the two km above Whites Road, with a couple 

of rainbows approaching the 2kg mark just above the parking lot.   

 

With the cicadas going full swing this month is a great time to catch up on your fishing. 
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Arapuni Comp Is Coming Up, And We Need Your Help 

Fishing at Lake Arapuni has been great, 

and we would like to thank all the anglers 

that have been turning in tags. 

 

Please remember we need the length and 

weight (from the nose to the fork in the 

tail) of tagged fish to compare the 

condition factor of sterile and normal 

trout that are currently in the lake. 

 

This summer will mark the third year of 

the sterile trout in Lake Arapuni, and we 

hope to document some big fish during 

the end of summer. 

 

Normally spawned hatchery fish fade 

away during their third season in the lake, 

but we hope that the sterile fish will live 

longer and grow larger. 

 

The annual Lake Arapuni fishing 

competition is coming up on March 18 & 

19th at Bulmer’s Landing.  

 

The annual competition is critical for collecting data on Waikato River trout, as well as one 

of the biggest and best-supported trout competitions in the region.  

 

If you are interested in learning more about fishing for trout at Lake Arapuni or just up for 

a good weekend of camping at the lake, we highly recommend the competition. 

 

Adam Daniel, Auckland Waikato Fish & Game. 
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EASTERN FISH AND GAME FEBRUARY REEL LIFE 

 

While we make every effort to focus the content of our monthly Reel Life on positive 

opportunities around the region, it’s impossible to ignore the difficulties faced currently on 

the East Coast and Gisborne areas, and extending into the Hawkes Bay Fish & Game 

region. Our thoughts go out to everyone affected by Cyclone Gabrielle. When the time is 

right, we will conduct assessments of the rivers and streams of the region to establish what, 

if any, action can be taken to aid the recovery of these world-class fisheries. 

 

While the rest of the North Island has been adversely affected by the cyclone, the Rotorua 

lakes continue to fish superbly! Tarawera, Rotoiti, Okataina and Rotoma have produced 

some excellent catches of fish and the colder (less warm) weather patterns have encouraged 

fish to feed nearer the surface and be accessible from the shoreline, which doesn’t always 

occur at this time of year. 

 

Spin or fly fishing shorelines on lakes Okaro and Rerewhakaaitu have been effective and 

small smelt flies, damsels nymphs and traditional wee wets have all been working. 

 

 

A beautiful Whakamaru brown trout. 

 

A recent trip to Lake Whakamaru, one of 

the Waikato hydro lakes, proved 

productive for a couple of local anglers. 

Small drift boat methods, with nymphs 

suspended under an indicator, dry fly and 

dropper or a team of wee wets all work 

well here. Browns and rainbows up to 

about 1kg are common, and hard-

scrapping Rudd will also take a small fly.  

 

We have a useful brochure on fishing the hydro lakes which can be downloaded here. 

 

The Ngongotaha Stream, like many, has had its share of high water and refuses to clear 

fully. However, the fishing has proven excellent for anglers willing to adapt their approach. 

Coloured water might prevent upstream sight fishing but the migratory rainbows and 

browns of Lake Rotorua’s tributary streams all respond to big wet flies fished down and 

across on sinking lines. Woolly Buggers, sometimes tied in oversized garish colours will 

stimulate a response and the action if you hook a big brown can be thrilling. 
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A reminder. At the start of the season, 

scented soft-bait lures became allowed for 

use in the Eastern Region (except areas 

designated for fly fishing only). Tackle 

retailers are now stocking a nice selection 

of trout-sized softbaits and their 

effectiveness, scented or unscented, is in 

little doubt – plus anglers are enjoying 

this as an alternative method. 

 

 

 

 

New Opening Dates For Lakes Rotoiti, Okataina And Tarawera 

 

At a recent meeting of the Eastern Fish & Game Council, it was resolved to change the 

opening date of the trout fishing season for lakes Rotoiti, Okataina and Tarawera back to 

the original date of 1 October. 

 

Back in 2020 the Council made a change to the regulations, moving the 2021 opening day 

from its traditional place in the calendar on the 1st October to the first Saturday in October. 

 

Datawatch Tagged Trout 

 

Tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of 20 free 

whole-season fishing licences: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6 

 

Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All lakes and streams 

Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region. 

Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from 

Kilwell: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3 

 

Tight Lines - Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game 
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LAKE TAUPŌ: SUMMER CREEL SURVEY 

 

Introduction 

 

Summer creel surveys started in November 2022 on Lake Taupō with a total of 132 angler 

interviews completed through until Waitangi weekend. 

 

Average Catch Rate  

 

The average catch rate this summer has been calculated at 0.68 fish per hour (1 legal sized 

trout every 1 hour and 28 minutes) which is comparable with the 0.66 fish per hour (1 legal 

sized trout every 1 hour & 30 minutes) calculated for the entire 2021/22 summer season 

(Fig.1). The 2020/21 summer season was the peak at 1.1 fish per hour (1 legal sized trout 

every 54 minutes). 

 
Figure 1: Average catch rate for anglers fishing on Lake Taupo since 1992, where data is 

available. *Part season for summer 2022/23 | DOC 
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Catch, Kept And Released 

 

 
Figure 2: Percentages of the total catch, kept and released by anglers during the summer 

period of November to end of January, since summer 2017/18 on Lake Taupō | DOC 

 

So far this summer, anglers have reported through the creel surveys to keeping 90 trout, 

releasing 101 that were legal sized and releasing a further 21 that were undersized. This is 

very similar to the data from summer 2020/21 (Fig.2). 

 

This summer has been much wetter than usual following on from what was a very wet 

winter. Last winter also saw some of the largest spawning runs on record enter the local 

tributaries and so what goes upstream must come downstream and so a large influx of spent 

fish after a very large spawning run was always to be expected this spring and summer. 

 

Some decent flood events over summer have pushed a lot of the recovering fish back into 

the lake that would normally have spent longer recovering in the rivers. A number of these 

recovering fish have been caught by anglers this summer as they are often the hungriest 

and quickest to your lure! This partly explains almost 50% of the total catch that was legal 

sized but returned to the water alive.  Overall, anglers chose to keep 47.1% of their catch 

that was of a takeable size.  

Trout size  
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Figure 3: Average lengths and weights of rainbow trout kept by anglers during the 

summer creel surveys on Lake Taupō | DOC 

 

A sample of 81 rainbows measured and weighed by staff over summer have averaged 473 

mm and 1.2 kg (2.64 lbs) with an average condition factor of 42.9. The rainbows kept this 

summer are similar to those from summer 2020/21 (Fig.3). Last summer was a standout 

where the rainbows averaged 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs) as fish during recent summers have averaged 

between 1.1 & 1.2 kg. 

Overall, the fish kept this summer have been a mixed bag with some recovering fish, young 

maidens and well recovered fish amongst those being kept. A couple of excellent maiden 

fish have been measured and weighed this summer; a hen measuring 610 mm and weighing 

3 kg (6.6 lbs) and a jack measuring 600 mm and weighing an impressive 3.5 kg (7.7 lbs). 

 

The very high lake levels and colder water temperatures this summer will have had an 

impact on the formation of any thermocline within the lake and trout won’t be where they 

are normally found at this time of year. The season almost seems one month later than 

usual with the lake still to really warm up. Anglers are doing well trolling within the top 

20 metres rather than jigging in deeper waters closer to 40m, but this is likely to change 

once a decent thermocline does form.  

 

Preferred Angling Method 

 

The preference for jigging amongst summer anglers peaked during summer 2019/20 at 

55.5% and has slowly declined in popularity during recent summers down to 44% so far 
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this summer. The drop in popularity of jigging has seen a rise in the use of trolling gear, 

both deep and shallow to 29.5% and 16.7%, respectively. 

 

This summer, the jigging has yet to fire, and anglers have generally done better targeting 

trout by trolling in the top 20 metres. We should expect the jigging to improve once the 

lake warms up and it eventually stops raining! The use of downriggers during recent years 

has remained under 10% and was the lowest since summer 2016/17 at just 2.3% this 

summer. 

 

Average Angler Satisfaction 

 

 
Figure 4: Average angler satisfaction scores for angler fishing on Lake Taupō during the 

summer of 2022/23 | DOC 

 

As part of the angling survey, anglers are asked 3 questions pertaining to the size and 

condition of the trout that they are catching, their angling success and their angling 

enjoyment. So far this summer, anglers have rated the trout that they are catching at an 

average of 6/10, their catch rate at 6.3/10 and their angling enjoyment at 9.3/10 (Fig.4). 

 

The size and condition this year reflects the numerous recovering fish amongst the catch 

this summer. Angling success is down slightly this summer as anglers have had to adjust 

to different conditions but is still acceptable given the overall catch rate. Average angling 

enjoyment has remained steady during recent summers and exceeded 9/10 since 2011/12. 

Lake anglers were also asked a final question about whether anything detracted from their 

angling enjoyment. So far this summer, 66.1% of anglers didn’t cite anything. The largest 
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detraction was jet skiers (13.6%) followed by lake levels (6.8%). Bad manners and bad 

boating behaviour accounted for 2.5%. 

 

Summary 

 

Overall, this summer has been on par with that of 2019/20 in terms of average fish size and 

to last summer in terms of catch rate. Last summer was special and “one out of the box”. 

Given the current conditions within the lake, anglers should expect the fishing to improve 

and the fish to improve as we progress through what is left of summer and early autumn. 

 

 

AFTERMATH OF CYCLONE GABRIELLE 

 

Fishery Rangers have been busy assessing angler tracks. Work is ongoing, but it is clear 

some places experienced extensive damage while other areas were relatively unscathed. 

 

As anticipated the access track to the Tauranga-Taupo River has been impacted by fallen 

and broken trees. The lower section appears to have received only minor damage but the 

area above the first river crossing was not so fortunate. Fishery Rangers and forestry 

contractors will be on site over coming weeks so anglers should avoid areas where 

clearance work is underway. 

 

Other significant fallen or damaged trees have been identified. Anglers should exercise 

caution on the Tongariro River above the Blue Pool and on the track from the Trout Centre 

down to the Stag Pool. 

 

Fortunately, Lake Otamangakau was closed to fishing so the widespread damage to forestry 

plantations did not impact anglers. Some places were described as unrecognisable! 

Clearance work is already underway so anglers will have good access to the lake when it 

reopens 1 March. 

 

Advice to anglers remains unchanged. Please take a cautious approach around trees and 

look out for any broken branches that may be hung up. Also be aware of Fishery Rangers 

and other contractors who may be working to clear tracks. Respect signs and be prepared 

to wait or fish elsewhere if removal/clearance work is actively underway. 
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Tauranga Taupo Track – Photo from Target Taupo - DOC 

 

 

HOW TO SAFELY WADE RIVERS 

 

Confident, more aggressive waders achieve better positioning to both cast and get better 

drifts from and because of this, catch more fish…fact. They’re able to move along those 

trickier banks, or get out to those islands and rarely fished gravel bars safely and quickly. 

Are you fit, strong and capable enough to move through that piece of water confidently? 

Always consider your emergency exit if the water gets too deep, or currents too strong and 

consider where you’ll end up if you head off unexpectedly downstream. 
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SIX TIPS ON HOW TO CROSS A RIVER PROPERLY 

 

1. Take tiny steps, shuffle your feet across the bottom of the river, as soon as you lift 

your leg the current will take hold of it and push it from under you. Once this happens 

you will lose your balance and begin stumbling, most likely going under. Look for 

gravelly sections of river bottom between the bigger boulders and stones. Slide your 

feet into position and work them in between the rocks and stones, rather than standing 

directly on top of them where they may roll causing you to tumble over. Always keep 

two points of contact on the riverbed at all times, i.e. one foot and your staff 

2. Place your staff down securely ahead of you, and walk to and past your staff. Plant 

both feet and repeat. Pick out your path in advance, so you know which rocks you’ll 

walk around and where you plan to head, and if you pick a destination then chances 

are you’ll make it to that point 

3. Linking arms with your fishing buddies or guide is another great method. Put the larger 

built person above so they act as an anchor. Again move slowly with the current letting 

it gently push you along 

4. Wear a wading belt at all times .Wading belts are not perfect at preventing water from 

filling up your waders if you go under, but they are far better than not having one. 

Make sure your waders fit and are comfortable and don't restrict movement 
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5. Once you've decided the best place to cross, the general rule is to angle yourself 

downstream, allowing the current to gently push you along, but being careful it doesn’t 

take control of you. Move slowly don’t fight the current, take it on your side, or even 

face up stream but never, never turn your back to river. Allow the current to help you 

gradually make your way towards the other bank 

6. Always look and have a plan where you will go if things turn bad mid crossing, and 

avoid crossing immediately above treacherous water. Turn onto your back if you do 

manage to get knocked or swept over and try to get your feet facing downstream as 

quickly as possible. This will help prevent any collisions with your head and any 

obstacles that might be in the river. The water will most likely be fairly cold so you 

want to get to the bank as quickly as possible. Pick an exit point on the closest bank 

and carefully paddle towards it. 

Article by Flyfishing Guide Chris Gore, and copied from the 

www.manictackleproject.com website. 

 

 

 

OBSESSION WITH PINE TREES AN ENVIRONMENTAL AND PEOPLE 

DISASTER 

Press release – Council of Outdoor Recreational Associations of NZ 

 

An outdoor and conservation forum says the loss of a boy’s life at Waikanae Beach near 

Gisborne and devastation to rural communities show the obsession by government with 

planting pine trees is not only environmentally disastrous but in terms of people’s well-

being. Andi Cockroft, chairman of the Council of Outdoor Recreation Associations said 

government and the corporate forestry industry must bear moral responsibility for the 

child’s death as well as the devastation to communities and the environment. 

 

“The Labour-led Government’s “One Billion Trees” Dream was short-sighted,” he said. 

“The government’s ambitious “one billion trees” policy championed by NZ First’s Shane 

Jones so as to avoid monocultures of pines was foolish and the Green and labour Parties 

were parties to the stupidity and now the loss of human life and destruction of rural farms 

and homes.” 

 

Vandalism 

 

He said the littering of the public’s North island east coast beaches was akin to 

environmental vandalism. 
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“It’s not just the North Island’s east coast either,” added Andi Cockroft. “The uncontrolled 

planting of pines, lately for carbon trading is environmentally damaging. Monocultures of 

pine trees in many parts of New Zealand had been an environmental disaster with depleted 

stream flows and heavy siltation of rivers and estuaries following clear felling logging.” 

 

 
 

The aftermath of clear felling and poor logging practices 

 

80% Foreign Owned 

 

“The forestry industry is over 80% foreign owned and the corporate overseas-based 

companies have little interest in the environment or human values. Their overwhelmingly 

top priority is to maximise profits. Face it, it’s the undeniable corporate culture”. 

 

He emphasised the forestry interests whether overseas or New Zealand were doing nothing 

illegal. The failure is with both the National and Labour-led governments of the last two 

decades. 
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Past attention about water and river quality had almost exclusively focused on so-called 

“dirty dairying” but there were other land-use questions to be answered. 

 

The practice in NZ of clear felling pines exposed steep hill country to heavy runoff of silt 

and debris, when rains occurred. But run-off could be reduced by two-stage harvesting of 

forests,  as apparently  practised in Europe where felling is in done in two cuts perhaps 12 

months apart, along contours thus reducing runoff.  

 

Another ill-effect of forestry monoculture was lowered pH levels i.e., acidification of the 

soils and therefore increased acidic runoff into waterways.   

 

pH Level Important 

 

“The pH level (degree of acidity) is important to both bottom fauna and subsequently 

aquatic life such as indigenous fish and trout. If the pH drops below 5.5 (increased acidity) 

then long term damage to the freshwater fishery, both native and trout, occurs.”  

 

Pine trees take much more water from the environment than native vegetation and reports 

were where pines have been planted, stream flows were noticeably less and even 

disappeared.  

One Malaysian owned forestry corporate in Marlborough had eroded extremely steep hill 

country with extensive slipping resulting and burned native bush. The Marlborough Sounds 

inner inlets had been badly silted up smothering the ecosystem and causing fishery 

declines. 

Urgent study and policy should aim to implement better harvesting regimes as practiced in 

Europe, zoning of land use to avoid extensive pine forest monocultures and making 

mandatory creation of 50 metre buffer zones along all rivers and streams. 

 

Sadly, enforcement of current legislation by the responsible authorities is extremely 

lacking, with only scant measures taken to ensure compliance with the law. Even then, 

compared to the profits, any fines are trivial. The tragedy at Waikanae might have been 

avoided had the local Council done their job! 

 

Contact: Andi Cockroft 027 204 1878 
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“The pH level (degree of acidity) is important to both bottom fauna and subsequently 

aquatic life such as indigenous fish and trout. If the pH drops below 5.5 (increased 

acidity) then long term damage to the freshwater fishery, both native and trout, occurs.” 

 

 

RIVER GUARDIANS BACK IN THE WATER 

Fish & Game NZ Media Release 

 

Fish & Game has launched a diving programme to monitor New Zealand’s trout 

populations and assess the health of the nation’s waterways. 

Fish & Game staff equipped with diving gear will drift and glide down hundreds of 

kilometres of rivers across the country, recording water clarity and temperature, assess 

instream fish habitat, the number of native fish, algal growth and the various instream 

insects present. 

Divers will explore well over 250km of waterways, covering around 100 different rivers 

throughout the country. 
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The information from the trout population surveys will be used to help set catch limits for 

anglers. 

 

North Canterbury and 

Central South Island Fish 

& Game officers drift 

dive the Hurunui River in 

Canterbury. Photo: 

Richie Cosgrove 

Left: Otago Fish & Game 

Officers drift dive the 

Greenstone River-Photo 

Bruce Quirey. 
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Corina Jordan, Fish & Game New Zealand chief executive, says the programme highlights 

the important environmental monitoring role of the organisation.   

“Drift diving enables us to give rivers a close-up health check. Combined with our 

assessment of the trout population -- the species that has the highest water quality 

requirement of any of New Zealand’s fish-- these observations will give us a good gauge 

on how healthy our rivers are. 

“It is going to be interesting to see how the North Island rivers in particular have fared after 

Cyclone Gabrielle.” 

Many regions have information dating back over 30 years, the longest running dataset of 

its kind, which can give valuable insight into the long-term trends of river health. 

“No other organisation or government agency does more of this important type of 

monitoring of our waterways than Fish & Game,” says Ms Jordan. 

“It will give us unique insights into the interactions between trout and some of our native 

fish, such as eels, which co-exist quite happily. 

“In fact, it’s not uncommon for divers to see trout being eaten by eels, or trout with bite 

marks on them, which shows trout have become an important component of the food chain 

in many New Zealand rivers.” 

The drift dive programme is expected to run until early April.   

Fish & Game is a non-profit organisation that receives no government or taxpayer money, 

it is funded solely from the purchase of licences to fish for trout and salmon and hunt game 

birds.   

What Is ‘Drift Diving’? 

Drift diving is a monitoring technique used to count trout or salmon within historical sites 

in river systems. Comparisons can be made between years to determine how the fishery is 

looking, and what factors are likely responsible for increase or decreases in fish numbers.   

Most weeks over summer, when conditions are suitable (low river flows and clear water), 

you’ll find Fish & Game staff donning wetsuits and other assorted underwater gear and 

floating down a river counting trout, and, at the same time, categorising them into size 

cohorts and sometimes species.   

Smaller rivers often only require two to four divers, however, larger rivers might need eight 

to 10 divers to ensure sufficient coverage. 

Only fish that have swum past the divers are counted. Communication between divers is 

essential to make sure there are no double ups and all parts of the river are surveyed. 
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Most of the time the fish know the divers are coming and have retreated to the deepest part 

of a pool or are hiding under ledges. On some occasions they are pushed downstream and 

group up ahead of the divers, only to bolt through towards the tail of the pool, meaning 

some fast counting for the divers they flee past or between. 

Regardless of the trout counts, drift diving is an important way to observe the general health 

of the river. Habitat qualities, invertebrate life, substrate, algal levels, native fish 

observations, and water clarity are all best seen through an underwater lens. At times, this 

information can aid Fish & Game’s advocacy functions, especially as many rivers are dived 

annually and have records dating back to the 1980s. 

Divers also see some impressive fish, giant trout and salmon specimens. Some of the 

endemic longfin eels encountered have been on earth longer than we have and demand 

nothing but admiration and respect, with the occasional one giving the divers a good hurry 

up if they venture too close. 

 

 
The ‘Mob’ all set up and ready to hit the river on the recent Club Trip to Ngongotaha. 

Photo courtesy of Faith Moon. 
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EDITORS NOTE 

 

Club Trips. You may not be a Trip person, you may be someone who prefers to get away 

from everyone else, and that is absolutely cool. I get it, I like to do the same. But there 

really is something about a Club Trip that touches on that intangible joy of being with 

people who like what you like, who talk your language, and really truly know how to laugh 

at themselves. If you haven’t been on a Club Trip why not give it a try. 

 

 

FISHING FUNNIES 
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna                       dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna         miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield            barrie@iloveflyfishing.kiwi  

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay                  iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote              hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806            pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz  

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote           maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

           Neil Smit   021 274 5625 West Harbour        neil.smit@sew-eurodrive.co.nz  

    

             
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 


